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At Sol, Adrian Farkas - Lord Sentinel of the Empire, prepares the defenses for the inevitable attack

by the Legions of the Shara Daim - the third race created by the human and Nel ancestor Axull Darr.

The Shara Daim come for the device left by their common ancestor, intent on claiming it for

themselves, their Elders planning to use it to fulfill their goal of ruling the galaxy. But Adrian has

plans of his own.But even as the Shara Daim Legions assemble for their invasion of Sol, Adrian and

the Empire's fleets move to fulfill a promise made long ago to the race that had enslaved and

destroyed Earth - the Ra'a'zani.Anessa, Dai Sha of the Shara Daim, finds herself a prisoner for the

first time in her life, her only hope of seeing her people again a promise made by her captor - Lord

Sentinel of the Empire. But imprisonment holds even greater dangers, as her captor's ideologies

clash with her own beliefs.But as the Shara Daim and the Empire prepare to go to war, another

player schemes in the shadows. The Erasi have their own plans for the Shara Daim, and the Empire

just became a part of them.The Empire is faced with a war that could signal its fall, and Adrian is the

only thing standing between his people and two empires set on pushing their own interests. The

only chance he has of stopping the war that the Empire can't win, is to change the mind of his

prisoner - Dai Sha Anessa.Onslaught is book 6 in the Rise of the Empire series, an epic story that

follows humanity as it grows from a single world to ultimately becoming a galaxy wide empire.
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This series has entered a new phase. Going back to the discovery of the Union ship, we have now

entered the basic galactic conflict. Based on the new cast of character added in this the latest

installment, this series could go on forever. I await the next edition. This is one of the best series I

have ever read. Great Job!!

There was a time when I waited for the next Honor Harrington book to be released...and waited, and

then waited some more. Now I just wait for the next Rise of the Empire book. My ulcers are gone.

My teeth are brighter. I got rid of those pesky shirt collar stains and life is just all around better after

reading Mr. Kal's dang good Space Opera. Hey! I think that even my hair is starting to grow

back!Gee, thanks for improving the lives of your readers Mr. K.Ok, now get to work on world peace,

eh? :-)

Pleasantly surprised to see the next in the series. I really enjoyed it. The series has a lot of

expansion available to it with a far distant enemy lingerie g in the background. I look forward to the

next.thx

Woven together with a master's hand. Both subtle and brutal. Each of the books gets better. Please

hurry and get the next out as I'm old and don't know if the hereafter has wireless.

Fluid storyline, a logical continuation of the previous book, great action and even a bit of love story,

ends with a cliffhanger that I hope will be answered as soon as possible.A joy to read!

Very few spelling errors and kept the book interesting with space battles and watching the different

characters develop. The cliff hanger is making me excited for the next book in the series.

Ivan Kal continues to deliver an exciting story that I really have to force myself to not read in one

sitting. I cannot wait until the next installment! It cannot come soon enough

Doesn't really let down the flow. Sure there are some predictable parts and is more of a connector



to a new major story arc, but this is a nice way to end olthe last one.
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